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Across

1. mandarin vs cantonese

3. butterflies...when it gets cold

7. money migrants send back to 

family somewhere else

14. the population of Egypt maded 

pyramids very long time ago

19. mulan lived in a small...with 

small buildings or homes

20. a small group that has broken 

away from establishment

21. methods to try to stop fertility to 

decrease CBR

22. when family sends child or adult 

to labor recruiter in hope of money

24. mental people are taken to a... to 

keep society safe

25. everyone at the academy had to 

wear uniforms

Down

2. arrangment of earths objects on 

earths surface in relationship to one 

another

4. the desert keeps expanding

5. a lang.that mixes german and 

english

6. the fair was so .. because there 

was so many people tou could not 

even walk

8. a function that represents the 

way some entity or its influences 

decays with distance from geo.location

9. to be agaisnt and set limits on 

births

10. increasing sense of connectivity 

that seems to bring people cloer 

together even though their distances 

are the same

11. theroy that the envirment may 

set limits on human actions:humans 

can choose to alternate

12. im sorry i only speak english

13. the ring was a cutting off the ... 

of my blood flow

15. coke vs pop

16. mow the lawn, the ... is too long

17. a limit or fixed number amount 

people or things

18. mass over volume

23. cultivated land that is not seeded 

for one or more growing seasons


